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ABSTRACT

Although the Dark web was originally used for maintaining privacy-sensitive communication for business or intelligence services for defence, government and business organizations, fighting against censorship and blocked content, later, the advantage of technologies behind the Dark web were abused by criminals to conduct crimes which involve drug dealing to the contract of assassinations in a widespread manner. Since the communication remains secure and untraceable, criminals can easily use dark web service via The Onion Router (TOR), can hide their illegal motives and can conceal their criminal activities. This makes it very difficult to monitor and detect cybercrimes over the dark web. With the evolution of machine learning, natural language processing techniques, computational big data applications and hardware, there is a growing interest in exploiting dark web data to monitor and detect criminal activities. Due to the anonymity provided by the Dark Web, the rapid disappearance and the change of the uniform resource locators (URLs) of the resources, it is not as easy to crawl the Dark web and get the data as the usual surface web which limits the researchers and law enforcement agencies to analyse the data. Therefore, there is an urgent need to study the technology behind the Dark web, its widespread abuse, its impact on society and the existing systems, to identify the sources of drug deal or terrorism activities. In this research, we analysed the predominant darker sides of the world wide web (WWW), their volumes, their contents and their ratios. We have performed the analysis of the larger malicious or hidden activities that occupy the major portions of the Dark net; tools and techniques used to identify cybercrimes which happen inside the dark web. We applied a systematic literature review (SLR) approach on the resources where the actual dark net data have been used for research purposes in several areas. From this SLR, we identified the approaches (tools and algorithms) which have been applied to analyse the Dark net data, the key gaps as well as the key contributions of the existing works in the literature. In our study, we find the main challenges to crawl the dark web and collect forum data are: scalability of crawler, content selection trade off, and social obligation for TOR crawler and the limitations of techniques used in automatic sentiment analysis to understand criminals’ forums and thereby monitor the forums. From the comprehensive analysis of existing tools, our study summarizes the most tools. However the forum topics rapidly change as their sources changes; criminals inject noises to obfuscate the forum’s main topic and thus remain undetectable. Therefore supervised techniques fail to address the above challenges. Semi-supervised techniques would be an interesting research direction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Internet which we surf every day, also known as the “Surface Web”, is actually a fraction of the total interconnected online world. On the other hand, the online data/sites which are un-indexed and unreachable to end users using normal widely-used web browsers or using ordinary search engines (Google, Yahoo, Bing) make up the “Deep Web” (1),(2) as mentioned in Figure 1. Much of the deep web content are used with malicious intent which is the hidden part of the Deep Web and is known as a Dark Web Figure 1. The bottom and deepest layer is only accessible by using specialized browsers (like the Tor browser), which is known as the Dark Net. The dark net is used by the criminals for most criminal activities including drug dealing, financial data breaches, assassination contracts, pornography business, dealing with human body parts, human trafficking, illegal arms transactions, hacking identity or credential information and conducting terrorism activities.

One of the major cybercrimes in the Dark net is selling confidential credential information. Cyber criminals steal sensitive and confidential information about people or business organizations using the different techniques and tools such as footprinting, scanning, enumeration and cyberattack by using different vulnerabilities of information systems or computer network that business organizations use. Then, attackers demand payment from the business organizations threatening the organizations for unauthorised releases of stolen confidential information or they sell that information to other people, which is also known as a data breach. A recent research conducted by Sam Smith from Juniper research shows that global cybercrime cost amounts to $2 trillion in 2019 which is a 300% increase from $500 billion in 2015 (3). This research indicated that 40% of the above cost is due to criminal activities of the Dark net which were classified as ‘Data breaches’.

Researchers and individuals in law enforcement are taking deeper investigation to properly understand the structure, content, malicious trades happening on the dark web, etc. Different techniques and tools are being used by researchers and law enforcement agencies. Mapping hidden services directory, monitoring customer data and social media sites, graph based Social Network Analysis (SNA) tool (4), (5), semantic analysis (6), (7), (8), keyword based Web graph analytic tools (9), Geo-Location Analayis of the Dark net products (10), Dark Net Volume Measurement and Content Analysis (11),(12), (13), (14), (15), (16) are some popular existing techniques.

Although there are a significant amount of existing works in the literature, the Dark net is the one of the biggest challenges that our digital society is facing. The study and analysis of the dark web is becoming a prominent research area. Due to the TOR technology and its anonymity, rapid disappearance and the change of the uniform resource locators (URLs) of the resources and links, monitoring the dark web is becoming more challenging for law enforcement agencies day by day. This study investigates existing techniques, identifies their limitations and offers a new research direction to address the aforementioned challenges in order to reduce the cybercrime and the illegal activities in the dark net.
2. **PAPER ORGANIZATION**

This paper is organized as explained below. Section 2 presents the literature review process. Section 3 reports the predominant illicit activities which are assumed to be the top controlling dark net market places. Section 4 presents the review of the Dark Net data analysis; here, the review process has been done based on the resources where the actual Dark Net data has been used. Section 5 presents the dark net challenges followed by the research direction and the conclusions of this study.

3. **THE LITERATURE REVIEW PROCESS**

For conducting our review process on Dark Net data analysis, we have used a combination of both the Systematic Literature Review (SLR) (17) and the Hermeneutic Literature Review (HLR) Approach (18). The main steps of our approach are: (i) identify research questions; (ii) select an appropriate search procedures; (iii) select inclusion and exclusion criteria for selecting articles; (iv) final articles selection; and (v) extraction of data and synthesis of data. Our own analysis to solve the open ended process that matches with the research work (18). The solution of the open-ended process can be described by applying the Hermeneutic Literature Review Approach (19) (20) (21). This approach for studying literature reviews is an inherently interpretive processes in which the reviewer engages in an ever deepening and through understanding of the relevant literature (22). Rather than relying on flawless understanding, the hermeneutic process keeps an emphasis on persistent process of developing apprehension and replacing of earlier theories by better theories and advanced paradigm (23). Essentially, we have started the search procedure with the SLR approach and to find our focused target, we tuned up the keywords (papers) applying the circles of HLR.

3.1. **Research Questions**

The main focus of this study is to point out the most controlling Dark Net market places (RQ1) and the process of analysing those dark net data (RQ2) for achieving several targets. For example, to help law enforcement agencies in terms of finding the Dark Net criminals. The research questions for this SLR are shown in Table 1, along with the corresponding motivations.

3.2. **Search Procedure**

To get the most pertinent peer-reviewed papers, we devised a search method. The following is a description of our search process.
3.2.1. Search method

We searched six digital libraries—ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Scopus, ScienceDirect, SpringerLink, and Wiley Online Library—automatically to find possibly pertinent papers. With the search keywords presented in the following subSection, these libraries were looked up. We employed snowballing (24) as an addition to the automatic search to ensure the identification and selection of as many pertinent documents as possible.

3.2.2. Search terms

We used these keywords: dark net data analysis, dark web, illicit activities on the dark net, dark net market places, dark net challenges, thematic analysis of dark web data, deep web data. We excluded these keywords: TOR hidden services, Deanonymizing TOR, Dark Web crawling. After the search, we only selected those papers where the actual dark net data has been used.

3.2.3. Data sources

The digital libraries that were searched are displayed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: Research Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1: What are the most controlling Dark net market places.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2: Data analysis Process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2: Database Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEEE Xplore</td>
<td><a href="http://ieeexplore.ieee.org">http://ieeexplore.ieee.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scopus</td>
<td><a href="https://www.scopus.com/">https://www.scopus.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScienceDirect</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sciencedirect.com">http://www.sciencedirect.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM</td>
<td><a href="http://portal.acm.org">http://portal.acm.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpringerLink</td>
<td><a href="https://link.springer.com">https://link.springer.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiley</td>
<td><a href="http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com">http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. PAPERS SELECTION

For this section, we used the Hermeneutic approach. We are describing the main two circles of this search approach. After applying the keywords on the digital libraries, we found a good amount of papers. Initially, we discarded the papers where the main contributions are the technical analysis of dark web crawling and the acquisition approaches. Then, we came across a small number of papers. Among those, we figured out the top-ranked malicious activities on dark web sites. We found that “Human Trafficking”, “Terrorist Activities” and “Drug and Silk Road” are the most common crimes that people are dealing with by using the anonymity of the dark web sites. Then, our objective was to find out the works where actual dark net data has been used. So the number of papers reduced significantly. Then, we chose a small group of papers where the actual dark net data had been downloaded and analysed to gain some directions on the highest level of dark net crimes. The hermeneutic approach helped us to summarise the number of these papers on which we did our reviews to find the data analysis approach, their main contributions and the key research gaps on their works, etc. The following sections encompass the overview and the circles of HLR approach.

4.1. Hermeneutic Approach

When applying the SLR approach to the step of ”search procedure”, we faced a problem of reviewing literature of relevance to a specific problem and it seems to be a continuing open-ended process. As described before, we solved this problem by applying the Hermeneutic Literature Review Approach as presented in Figure 2. The basic hermeneutic process encompasses two major hermeneutic circles, which are: (i) the search and acquisition circle and (ii) the wider analysis and interpretation circle that are collaboratively convoluted. We found a huge number of paper on Dark net. It was not easy to separate the papers which are of our interest. Our interest is not the technical side of the dark net sites rather our interest is to find the works where the actual data has been used in the major dark net market places and to analyse their contribution areas. The hermeneutic process helps us to fine-tune our resources.

4.2. The Inner Circle

The circle in Figure 2 is a process of properly searching the database for the literature which is also hermeneutic circle (22). To produce high quality reviews, understanding searches and the identification of relevant literature is a prerequisite. According to the hermeneutic approach, Figure 2 shows the process of search and acquisition. The usual ways to go beyond the database are Snowballing and Citation. As seen in Figure 3, ”snowballing” is the practise of finding more publications by leveraging a paper’s citations or reference list.
5. MALICIOUS ACTIVITIES ON DARK WEB

We applied the hermeneutic approach on our objectives, which are: (i) To find the major profitable illicit activities on dark net and (ii) the research work on those selected activities where the actual dark net data has been investigated from 2004 to 2019.

When we were doing the grouping of the resources using the hermeneutic approach, we extended the observed years and made it from 2004 to 2019. From the resources that we found from our SLR and HLR approaches, we found that the major illicit dark net market places are terrorist and extremist activities, drugs and silk road market places and human trafficking in the papers which are listed here: (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) (50) (51) Other illicit activities on dark web are: fake passports, stolen credit cards, exotic animals, fake identities, and prostitution (52).

5.1. Human Trafficking and Technology

Human trafficking has been shown to be a very profitable dark web market content (53), (47) (48), (49), (50), (51). There are almost 2.5 million victims of human trafficking globally, according to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, and bringing the perpetrators to justice is the hardest part (54). According to estimates from the International Labor Organization (ILO), sexual exploitation alone generates an estimated 100 billion of the estimated 150 billion that human trafficking and other forms of exploitation generate annually (53).
Human trafficking is a global issue. Nowadays, young people have a very easy access to the various social media and messaging sites at anytime in any location. Generally, young people are more talented regarding the usage of internet and technological issues compared to their parents. It has gotten simpler for youngsters to be groomed into victims of human trafficking and sexual exploitation because the majority of parents do not thought to pay appropriate attention to what their kids are doing online. Educating ourselves and our children on the risks of the Internet, social media, and what we publish online can go a long way towards keeping our children safe (55).

**Human Trafficking and Law Enforcement:** It is challenging for the law enforcement to locate the criminals of the Dark web as TOR hides the identity of the dark web user. By implementing routeing, encrypting incoming data, and transmitting data irregularly over the network to volunteers around the world, the TOR browser protects both users and websites (56).

Criminals are using technology to commit crimes in an increasing number of ways. In the recent years, law enforcement agencies worldwide have become concerned about the use of technology against online profitable malicious activities. As an illustration, the International Association of Police Chiefs (IACP) in the USA had to seek assistance from the FBI’s cyber section due to the dearth of accessible cyber training for law enforcement personnel (LEOs).

With the advancement of human traffickers using technology to persuade victims and capture predators, law enforcement has begun to deploy the technology. These systems look for predators on both the "surface web” and the "dark web,” where they might remain anonymous and undetected. Memex is a technology that has been developed by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to fight against human trafficking.

**5.2. Drugs and Dark Web**

We stated earlier that following our review approach, we found that Drugs are one of the most prominent dark net market places on Dark web (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46).

According to a Grand Forks report, the Dark Web was directly implicated in a worldwide drug trafficking network that originated in Grand Forks, North Dakota, when an 18-year-old who overdosed fatally on the dangerous synthetic opioid substance fentanyl citrate was discovered in 2015 (57). Several of the 10 people connected to the fatal overdose case were accused of selling illegal substances on the Dark Web in the early months of 2015.

After an investigation, it was found that the drug dealers were running their business via the Dark Web using the TOR browser to keep their anonymity. The job of law enforcement authorities is made harder by the illegal drug dealers’ use of modern technology to conceal their identities and their use of the Dark Web to sell their goods from a place where they can remain anonymous (57). The types of medications that can be obtained on the internet are depicted in Figure 4.
5.3. Silk Road and Dark Web

A secret internet bazaar known as The Silk Road operated on the Dark Web. The site began operating in February 2011 and carried on until it was captured by the FBI in October 2013. The Silk Road website makes use of the TOR hidden service, making it inaccessible through regular web browsers and accessible only through the platform of the anonymous network. Further obscuring the identity of persons involved in transactions was the use of the peer-to-peer digital currency Bitcoin (58). This anonymous underground drug trafficking was conducted by Ulbricht (59) who escaped law enforcement by using the Dark Web to keep himself unknown. Figure 14 depicts photos from the Silk Road website, which indicate the various illegal goods that were offered for sale there.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terrorist</td>
<td>TorLinks</td>
<td><a href="http://torlinkbg6abns.onion/#po-litical">http://torlinkbg6abns.onion/#po-litical</a></td>
<td>Discussion Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Freenet</td>
<td><a href="http://freeenet7cul5qsz6.onion">http://freeenet7cul5qsz6.onion</a></td>
<td>Discussion Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FuckOff-And-Die.Com’s</td>
<td><a href="http://uudlilt7casd3cykd.onion">http://uudlilt7casd3cykd.onion</a></td>
<td>Discussion Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portal &quot;Name Unavailable&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremism</td>
<td>Contraumenism Manifestation</td>
<td><a href="http://contra6am7tdml6h.onion">http://contra6am7tdml6h.onion</a></td>
<td>Organizer’s Website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hack Canada</td>
<td><a href="http://havkcan12o41vmnv.onion">http://havkcan12o41vmnv.onion</a></td>
<td>Organizer’s Website</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: The drug products from Mr. Nice Guy URL:(Django, 2015)

Table 3: Prominent Tor Websites for Keyword Searches
5.4. Dark Net Data Analysis on Terrorist Activities

The authors of (9) stated that manual investigations, which are time-consuming and ineffective, are used by both researchers and law enforcement. This problem inspired them to create a web crawler that automatically crawls webpages on the surface web (the internet) based on predetermined keywords, as shown in Table 3. Additionally, it followed the linkages to build the network map shown in Figure 6 by mapping the network. Then, they modified the same web crawler system to work on TOR websites. By considering these issues, they successfully developed 'Dark Crawler' which can simultaneously access both the TOR and the normal surface web internet. The main contribution of this “Dark Crawler” is to successfully investigate the presence of extremist and terrorist contents on TOR and their mapped connections with other dark web crimes based on the keyword provided. Web graph, Degree Distribution and centrality are the algorithms that have been used to develop a web data analytic tool. The most popular website has been considered by calculating its centrality and the centrality is interpreted from in-degree and out-degree score comparison normalization. However, the major drawback of the system is that it lacks the automatic sentiment analysis, cannot classify between the extremist, non-extremist and neutral groups and does not support the multilingual option to analyze dark web crimes written in other than English.

According to (4), social network analysis (SNA) is a graph-based technique for examining a group’s or population’s network structure and how it affects social interactions. "Dark Networks” (60) are social media platforms developed by criminal organisations. However, It is very challenging to track the presence of the websites and forums of the extremist and terrorist groups because they use the ephemeral nature of the dark net layer. The researchers of (26) outlined this problem of rapid disappearance and the change of the uniform resource locators (URLs) of the resource of extremist and terrorist groups online. The studies of (5) claimed that it has become obvious that there needs to be supplied systematic and automated techniques for recognising, gathering, and searching these sites due to the vast volume of sites, their dynamic and fugitive natures, their diverse languages, and noise.

Figure 6: Collaborated Network with extracted TOR websites (9)
Following their objective, (5) performed a significant extension of their previous research. This includes broadening the area of data gathering, introducing a component for incremental spidering for routine data updates, improving the searching and browsing features, improving multilingual machine translation for Arabic, French, German, and Russian, and sophisticated social network analysis. They worked on 29 Jihadist forums, among, which, 17 are Arabic forums, 7 are English forums, 3 are French forums and the other 2 are in German and Russian, respectively. The total number of messages on the forums is about 13 million; approximately 3 million postings are added annually through incremental spidering. Their efforts have resulted in the creation of a Dark Web Forums portal, which is a framework for the data integration of web forums for searching and examining global Jihadist forums inside of a web-based information portal (5). The major drawback of their system is that it does not include a sentiment analysis engine, so that their developed system is unable to allow for deeper text mining and analysis.

For security agencies, the website’s pages on improvised explosive devices serve as a valuable source of information. These websites offer various sorts and levels of information for the intelligence community using various communication genres (61). Although terrorist training and attack materials have a significant online presence, the author of (61) argues that it has been difficult to discover and analyse particularly violent content related to IED (improvised explosive device) webpages. While detecting the suspect websites, the law enforcement organisation should focus on IED Websites with a low false positive rate.

The genre classifier for categorising IED websites and Forums was created by the authors from (61) using a Complex Feature Extractor, Extended Feature Representation, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) learning algorithm. However, their major drawback is that this system cannot support multilingual feature analysis. In (62) reported the affect-analysis of Middle Eastern extremist organisation forums in comparison to US white supremacist group forums in another study in the field of measuring the presence of violence and hate speech by extremist groups. It is possible to further analyse extremist groups on the deep web using the methodologies they suggest as shown in Figure 7. A wide range of content and sentiment analysis has been performed on white supremacist and extremist forums (6), (7), (8). A specific study by (63) examined the websites of American hate groups in-depth and discovered a lot of content relevant to recruiting, propaganda, and fund raising. (64) conducted a content study of 157 websites run by hate groups in the United States and discovered strong connections between some of the groups. (6) speculated that online resource sharing among white nationalist groups was common.

Figure 7: Affect Analysis System Design (62)
5.5. Dark Net Data Analysis on Drug Trafficking

In addition to the papers that we analysed in-depth here because of their high accuracy and application-centric character, there are a few additional studies that offer a country-specific viewpoint and are concentrated on drug trafficking and the dark net market known as Agora [8,9]. Because of the increased motivation made possible by the better anonymity the TOR Network provides, recent research (65) shows that the drug market represents the largest offer share in every TOR marketplace. The research of online drug markets in particular has gained a lot of attention in recent publications on the study of Internet organised crime, with an emphasis on the analysis of sellers’ behaviour or the identification of fresh difficulties for LEAs (66; 67; 68; 69; 70).

By analysing the above research works, the researchers of (71) found the issue of dark net data privacy and safety in dealing with drugs. In (71) the AlphaBay, Nucleus and the East India Company marketplaces data have been explored. They provided a way for automatically browsing and gathering data from medicine offers on TOR marketplaces in order to focus an exploratory data analysis (EDA) on the data and, as a result, to generate a hypothesis to guide more in-depth research into the issue. Their interesting outcomes can be found from Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 which are depicted below. Their main drawback is that their developed setting is a short-term analysis on a reduced set of marketplaces.

As seen in Figure 8, the cannabis (natural, not synthetic) market is represented by Nucleus and Alphabay, with the ecstasy and stimulants sectors coming in second and third, respectively. The main European nations designated as shipping origins for pharmaceuticals bound for the East India market are displayed in Figure 9. Little bubbles in Figure 10 depict the sparse distribution of nations selling the relevant products, demonstrating the global availability of opioids, cannabis, stimulants, and benzodiazepines.

1) Geo-Location Analysis of the Dark net products: It is known that the Dark web forums related to any cyber criminal are only accessible through the TOR web browser. A huge range of cyber crimes are happening in the dark web which are drug trafficking, human trafficking, identity theft, money laundering, computer hacking, botnets, credit card frauds, gun sales, child pornography, and other related cyber-crimes. Some of this business make huge profits by destroying people’s lives. For example, in 2013, the Silk Road business had been appraised around $1.2 billion and the founder has been arrested.

As these crimes are happening online and do not have any geographical territory and because there is no international law for cyber crime issues on the dark web, it is extremely important to investigate the geographical location in order to help the law
enforcement authorities. Unveiling the geographical distribution should be a big concern from the viewpoint of social anthropology to support and scrutinize the citizens when they are at risk. The researchers of (10), claimed they are the first to analyse the geo location of the Dark web forums. (10) asserts that the TOR and the Dark Web are crucial for defending the freedom of information and speech online, particularly in nations where the government or other strong forces work to stifle it. Strongbox or GlobaLeaks are two examples of political websites found on the Dark Web. From the known dark web forums, the researchers of (10), as presented in Figure. 11 successfully found the geolocation of some prominent dark web forums and sites by using their methods. They proposed to find the geo location by projecting the baselines on the forum crowd with the time zone (UTC). Their results from Figure. 11, Figure. 12 and Figure. 13 show that The Majestic Garden forum http://bm26rk32m7u7rec.onion is a mostly American forum. The largest peak from the GMM is in the UTC+1 time zone, according to the Dream Market forum (http://tmskhzvkycedupbr) onion forum (Berlin, Paris, Rome). It was determined that this forum is largely European, with a few other exceptions.
Cryptomarkets are located on the dark net forum and operate as the online trading place of a variety of illegal goods. Agora, Evolution, Silk road2 are top-ranked Cryptomarkets. These markets mostly sell narcotics, but they also sell other illegal items like doping products, counterfeit goods, guns, and financial or identity fraud. This research by (72) was conducted using the Evolution Cryptomarket to create a study of the trafficking network. They also sought to draw attention to the geographic trends in the trafficking of these goods. Thus, by applying the data analysis algorithms, they successfully evaluated the country specificity of the dark web drug marketing. Their developed system revealed that the English-speaking nations—such as the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia—and Western European nations—such as the Netherlands—dominate the trafficking of illicit drugs on cryptomarkets. Cannabis, stimulants—such as cocaine and amphetamines—ecstasy (MDMA), and psychedelics—such as NPS and LSD—are the main drugs offered on these platforms.
Dark Net Volume Measurement and Content Analysis: According to (39), a significant amount of in-depth study has been carried out over the past ten years to improve the actual measures from various online criminal ecosystems in order to develop effective defenses (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (73), (74), (75), (76). The dark web becomes a safe place to conduct illegal activities anonymously due to its prerogative nature. Darknet websites are known as "Hidden Services" (HS) in the TOR community and can be accessed via a unique browser called the TOR Browser. (77) discussed the exponential growth in the number of Darknet domains, which increased from 30K to 60K between August 2015 and 2016. Due to the unclear nature of the Darknet, there are only 6 to 7 thousand publicly available domains (78). (77) concentrated on establishing and developing a system that categorizes the unlawful actions on the Darknet in response to the significant concealed materials and excessive misuse on the Darknet. Where they used a publicly available dataset, Darknet Usage Text Addresses (DUTA) generated from TOR Darknet. By combining three classifiers—SVM, LR, and NB—with two text representation techniques, TF-IDF and BOW, their proposed system can classify the unlawful behaviors of TOR HS with 96.6% accuracy. Details of their finding have shown in Figure 14. However, the main drawback of their system is that it can handle a small amount of dataset compared to the volume of the dark web resource.

In measuring the long-term growth of the online anonymous marketplace ecology, (39) made a substantial contribution. In order to have a thorough picture of the development of the online anonymous marketplace ecosystem, they conducted a long-term measurement (four years) on dark web resources. Additionally, they tracked changes in the products being sold and evaluated how antagonistic occurrences like large-scale fraud or law enforcement activities affected the growth of the economy as a whole. This study’s main contribution is to provide an assessment of how traditional and offline criminal activity is evolving online, much like how traditional commerce diversified online in the 1990s.

More than a thousand TOR hidden services’ contents were mined using categorization and topic model-based text mining algorithms in (79) to model their linguistic diversity and theme arrangement. The results are presented in Figure 15 and Figure 16. However, this system lacks detailed topic level analysis. To develop their system, they used topic-model based text mining algorithms and text classifiers.

Thematic Analysis of Dark Net Data: A good number of research work has been performed on Dark Web content analysis. Below is a review which is listed in Table IV and Table ?? Topic modelling and social network analysis have been conducted in the work of (80), although this primarily focuses on information produced by extremists or terrorists, most of which is related to Islamic doctrine and religion. Using the incremental spidering method, they gathered 3,504 threads and 29,016 postings for Social Network Analysis (SNA). These threads come from 29 forums, out of which 17 are in Arabic, 7 are in English, 3 are in French, and the remaining 2 are, respectively, in German and Russian. Almost the same approach (HITS-Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search- with SNA and LDA) has been applied on (80) for finding “local conflicts” on social networks. This research claims their application on discovering Dark web potential groups of topics (e.g. potential homelandsecurity threats), and key-members that potentiate these topics. Their total dataset was on 376 members in 29057 posts.

6. DARK NET CHALLENGES

The analysis of dark web is becoming a prominent research area day by day. Researchers and law enforcement people are taking a deeper investigation to properly understand the depth, content, malicious trades happening on the dark web. At the same TABLE 4: Analysis of the Dark Net Data
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Data Size</th>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Data Analysis Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Application Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al Nakhli et al., 2017</td>
<td>Tor Socket</td>
<td>9k</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>BOW+TSDSF and SVM+LR+NB</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
<td>Any Dark Net area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zolkiewicz, A. T et al., 2016</td>
<td>CENK</td>
<td>10.16 k for domains and 54.14k for web pages</td>
<td>Text+ knapsack</td>
<td>web graph+ Degree Distribution + centrality</td>
<td>Can extract web pages based on keywords</td>
<td>Child Exploitation and Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhan, Y. et al. 2010</td>
<td>US leukemia datasets</td>
<td>1,000,000 messages (forums)</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>SNA</td>
<td>Extracts Social media group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(51) Chen, H. 2008</td>
<td>Forum crawling</td>
<td>2,511 ED related web pages</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Graph classification: SVM and SVM-MG</td>
<td>88% accuracy to find ED websites</td>
<td>To classify ED website for any cybercrime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Manna et al., 2018</td>
<td>Strongbox/ScaryLinks/CRD/CIRI: <a href="http://bm20080k2a/n/97/tmp/aimain">http://bm20080k2a/n/97/tmp/aimain</a> <a href="http://mclark95/scarylinks/scarylinks.html">http://mclark95/scarylinks/scarylinks.html</a></td>
<td>Forum crawl versus the time zone (UTC) projection</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Successfully found the geo-location</td>
<td>Political Forums</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedia, K., and Christin, N. 2015</td>
<td>25 different dark net marketplaces including Ageron, Silk Road 1, Silk Road 2, and Evolution</td>
<td>5.2 TB Web Pages</td>
<td>Web Pages</td>
<td>Deep web</td>
<td>Drug and other product based marketing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celestini, A. et al. 2017</td>
<td>AlphaBay, Necessity and East India Company marketplaces data</td>
<td>36 GB Web Page</td>
<td>EDA</td>
<td>Drug</td>
<td>Thematic organization and linguistic Diversity dark net malicious activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiessers, M. et al. 2014</td>
<td>Content of 140 accessible websites from 7,000 identified TOR hidden services</td>
<td>2,023 pages with mobile content after preprocessing from 2,185,410 pages</td>
<td>Text from Dark web pages</td>
<td>Topic modeling+ LDA</td>
<td>The method output is 85.27% of the classified content English</td>
<td>Finding “local conflicts” on social networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. Tulli, G., et al., 2011</td>
<td>376 members in 2065 posts</td>
<td>HITS, Heptelink In/edout Topic Search with SNA and LDA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Finding “local conflicts” on social networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabahi and Salamat, 2011</td>
<td>Dark Web Portal Forum (DWPFF)</td>
<td>800 dark documents</td>
<td>Term weighting scheme</td>
<td>Web content classification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
time, the black hackers are creating new mechanisms to hide them more perfectly. Illegally placed dark webs and the detection of illegal activities are still an open research area.

The dark web is purposefully kept out of search results using anonymity techniques, and is the storage of a huge number of illicit activities and products. As per some studies (81), (77), the dark net consists of contents ranges from illegal pornography to drugs and weapons. It is stated in some works (77), (82), that the dark web also provides the information on botnets that are offered for rent, stolen datasets with login information, or zero-day flaws that can be used to predict, find, or preferably prevent the cyberattacks.
Regarding the actual volume of the Dark Net site, there are several works done and it is still an open research to measure the volume of the dark web. This work (83) mentioned that they crawled more than 6,600 website main pages related to Bitcoin scams and bank card frauds where another study (84) revealed that 87% of these sites did not have any inbound or outbound links among them. This is completely different from the websites on the surface web which gives us a conclusion that the dark web sites operate individually and the reason they do this is a mystery.

6.2. Access to Dark Net Data

The first challenge is to identify the target forums of specific topics. There is no online website link on Dark Net marketplaces and the illicit activities. A cyber threat intelligence business called Intellia has made an attempt to access Dark Web websites via the Onion Router in order to map the Dark Web. Initially, they discovered about 30,000 websites; however, during their investigation, more than half of them vanished (81). From their report (81), we can conclude that there is not enough research done to keep the information about target forums up to date.

6.3. Dearth of Ground Truth

It is the norm that the scientific measurements should be compliant for testing and validation. In the area of the Dark Net, the ground truth is not available due to the limited number of research work that has been done in this area, and there are many technical challenges here. This area definitely needs more research to overcome the technical barriers and, thus, to collect more Dark Net data.
6.4. Static Vs Dynamic Challenges

Most of our collected research works performed strenuous efforts on the static environment for Dark Net data capture and analysis. From our initial analysis, we can say that the real-time analysis system is a vital requirement due to the short lifespan of some Dark Net sites and forums. Within our resources, we found only one research work (85) that implemented the real time Dark Net data analysis option.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Machine learning, data mining and big data analytic techniques have been used in most of the existing tools to collect important information from social media sites and sites from the Dark Net; for examples, hackers’ forums, the forums of terrorists and stolen storage devices sold on the dark net marketplaces to identify threads of data breaches and cybercrimes. Further analysis can be done by ranking the malicious activities, their profits, their presence to help the law enforcement agencies. Future research directions are:

- Monitoring of Social media sites to observe message exchanges which leads to creation of new Dark Web domains;
- Monitoring of customer data for connections to non-standard domains to find new hidden services;
- Observing the hidden services for navigating the Dark Nets to find out the new sites for later analysis;
- Tracing future illegal activities for which thematic analysis can be performed;
- Analysing the content(sellers, users and the kinds of good) and the rising of the Dark Net business exchange to identify and monitor malicious and illegal activities.
- Geo-location specific research should be performed in collaboration with law enforcement agencies.
- Most of the techniques used supervised techniques, since, due to the extremely rapid growth of the Dark Net, criminals are always engaging in new ways of obfuscation of their motives. The sheer size of the Dark Net demands newer techniques such as automated tools with the ability of integrating new knowledge to the supervised system. This could be an important research direction for future.
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